Introduction
Epigraphs: Reuther quoted in June 28 UAW press release endorsing filibuster reform, UAW President's Office, Walter P. Reuther Collection, box 577, folder 9, WSU. ''Labor Looks at Congress, 1963 ' We felt that instead of trying to create a third party-a labor party . . . that we ought to bring about a realignment and get the liberal forces in one party and the conservatives in another.'' Quoted in Brandon, ''Conversation with Reuther.' ' 11. Some scholars suggest that in some ways the United States was ahead of other ''liberal'' welfare states such as Great Britain and Canada going into World War II. Quadagno and Street, ''Ideology and Public Policy, '' 62. 12. This criticism is shared by scholars associated with the New Left of the late sixties and seventies such as Ronald Radosh, Stanley Aronowitz, Christopher Tomlins, George Lipsitz, and Nelson Lichtenstein. In a new introduction to his book Labor's War at Home, rereleased in 2003, Lichtenstein has modified his position somewhat. Some social activists in and outside the labor movement also view labor's alliance with the Democrats as a strategic failure that has limited labor's political power throughout the postwar period; see, for example, Mike Davis 19. As Madison noted of the national government in Federalist 10, ''Extend the sphere and you take in a greater variety of parties and interests: you make it less probable that a majority of the whole will have a common motive to invade the rights of other citizens; or if such a common motive exists, it will be more difficult for all who feel it to discover their own strength and to act in unison with each other.' ' 20. Lee and Oppenheimer are among the few scholars to investigate the impact of unequal representation in the Senate on policy outcomes. Lee 77. Summaries of editorial content throughout the period prepared by the Division of Press Intelligence in the Truman administration consistently showed strong support for revision of the NLRA and extensive criticism of the labor movement, particularly the actions of John L. Lewis. As one summary prepared by the Government Information Service noted: ''Labor is attacked for killing the goose that has been laying golden eggs. Government is condemned for being over liberal in attitude toward labor. The courts in turn come in for their share of criticism for not being just and fair to the employer and the public. Business, as the employer, escapes with comparatively little complaint.'' Jan. Carter finally sounded a note of pessimism about the prospects for labor law reform, noting, ''As you know, the labor law bill is in trouble-it appears that it will be more difficult to get the additional two Senators needed to invoke cloture than had been originally thought. . . . The present circumstances do present us with an unusual opportunity to show the depth of our commitment to labor.'' PHF, box 91 Carter that ''we may ask you on short notice to meet with any or all of [these three senators] during the next 48 hours. Our trading stock is the equal access provision and a 'guarantee' that the final bill emerging from Congress will be no tougher than the Senate bill. On equal access, labor will push for weakening modifications, but in the final analysis will accept elimination of the provision entirely. As for the 'guarantee,' it appears that labor will agree to push for House acceptance of the Senate bill, thereby eliminating the need for Senate consideration of a conference report. If concessions are made on the bill, they should be made by labor in bargaining sessions with the target Senators. Our role should remain that of a catalyst. We must also be prepared to consider requests not chapter six: The More Things Change, the More They Remain the Same
